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Zakat of profession earnings or it is commonly called al-Mal mustafad, that is something urgent and became actual, because this is a previously problem of mukhtalaf among the fuqoha and ulama. This is understandable because this type of charity is not clearly explained in the Qur'an and Assunnah. In April of 2011 was enacted regulations by the Malang mayor, that civil official servants (PNS) issued by the mayor himself poor, that the civil official servants (PNS) that is in Malang must pay charity zakat in an effort to care for others, mainly the lower civil official servants (PNS) and poor people in poor Malang City. But when regulations are issued there are many pros and cons that come from civil official servants (PNS) in the government of Malang City that most of them oppose the enforcement of this rule, so that eventually this rule stuck in its application. After the repeal of this rule there is no longer regulations governing the profession charity of civil official servants, before this rule exists, and once there, and after this rule is revoked. And how the management of charity.

The location of this study is BAZ of Malang city. This study is the kinds of field research, fieldwork. And the approach of this study is a qualitative approach. The subject of his research is the caretaker / Amil Zakat BAZ Malang City. Data sources include three things: the source of primary data, secondary and tertiary. The methods of data collection is Classification, verification, analysis, conclusions. And analysis of the data used in this study is qualitative data analysis.

And the results of this study is profession charity management of civil servants (PNS) in BAZ of Malang City is very organized, in work program of zakat management is summarized, namely: 1. field collection, 2, field distribution, 3. Area utilization, 4. Areas of development, 5. relation field. The development of profession charity of civil official servants (PNS) in the city was poor from 2007 until 2011 charity of civil official servants (PNS) which pay zakat to the BAZ.